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Offce ofthe Secretary
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Re: Interagency Proposal to Consider Alternative Fonns of Privacy Notices
Under the Grar-Leach-Bliley Act

Ladies and Gentlemen:

Ban of America Corporation ("Ban of America ) appreciates the opportunity to
comment on the Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking issued by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation, Federal Reserve Board, Offce of the Comptroller of the
Currency, Offce of Thrif Supervision and the Federal Trade Commission (collectively,
the "Agencies ) regarding the "Interagency Proposal to Consider Alternative Fonns of
Privacy Notices Under the Gramm-Leach- Bliley Act"(the "ANPR"). Ban of America is
committed to making banking work for customers and clients like it never has before.
Though inovative technologies and the ingenuity of its people, Bank of America
provides individuals, small businesses and commercial , corporate and institutional clients
across the United States and around the world new and better ways to manage their
fmanclallives. The company enables customers to do thelf bankg and mvesting
whenever, wherever and however they choose through the nation s largest fmancial
services network, including approximately 4 200 domestic offces and more than 13 200
ATMs , as well as 31 international offces serving clients in more than 150 countries , and
an Internet Web site that provides online baning access to 7 million active users , more
than any other ban. The company s Web site IS http://www.bankofarenca. com/
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Background

In the APNR, the Agencies seek input on amendments to the Gramm- Leach- Bliley Act
GLB") to streamline and simplif the privacy notices required by GLB. The APNR

describes various approaches the agencies could pursue to allow or require fmancial
institutIons to provide alternative types of privacy notices that would be more readable
and useful to consumers. It also seeks comment on whether diferences between federal
and state laws pose any special issues for developing a short privacy notice.

Ban of America supports the concept of simplifed, short form privacy notices . We
have done focus group research each year since 2000 and used the results to try to
develop, improve and simplif our privacy notIces , while meetmg the legal requirements
contained in GLB and the Agencies ' regulations. While Bank of America has not
received many complaints about the length or complexity of its privacy notice , focus
group research indicates that consumers would prefer a shorter more concise notice
which clearly outlines what the consumer needs to understand about the ban' s privacy
practices.

Notice Elements

With respect to the elements to be included in such short fonn notices , it is very
lfportant to allow for flexibility. Bank of America heard from customers m research that
many of the elements of the Ban of America privacy notice that customers paricularly
appreciated were not required by GLB or the regulations. These include inormation
about how to opt out of receiving marketing communications from Bank of America
companies or other companies, how to opt out of pre screened credit solicitations and how
to help protect themselves from identity theft. Generally, customers were more interested
in this type of inormation than some of the elements of the privacy notices required by
GLB and the regulations (such as what inonnation we collect and the categories of our
afliates). Thus , in any effort to simplif and shorten notices, Ban of America strongly
urges the Agencies to allow fmancial institutions to provide additional, useful
inonnation to their customers.

Thus , Bank of America would support a consistent fonnat and tenninology, but there
should be flexibility to include additional inonnation or highlight features ofthe
institution s policies that may serve to diferentiate that institution or are important for
consumers to see. This will also serve the purpose of allowing consumers to compare
policIes so that while they will see the policIes in slfilar fonnats and usmg similar
terrnology, they will also be able to readily identif the diferences. Ifthe short form
policies only include the basic inormation required by GLB, virually all institutions
policies will fall into one or two basic groupings and consumers will not be able to
compare and understand other elements. Of the proposed sample fonns contained in the
ANPR, Bank of America prefers Appendix B, which allows for a consistent format and
terrnology. However, we recommend that a section be added to provIde for the ability
to include additional important inormation. However, we do not thin that it is
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necessary to include an inonnation sharing opt out form. Currently, Bank of America
does not accept afliate sharing opt outs (and does not share with third paries outside the
GLB exceptions , so does not offer a third pary opt out) in writing because we have found
that written requests to opt out often do not contain suffcient inormation, or are not
suffciently legible, to enable us to effect that request. Therefore , we now accept opt out
requests by toll-free telephone and online.

Relationship to Full Notice

It is also important to understand when the short fonn policy would be given and when
(or if a longer fonn policy would be required to be delivered. Bank of America supports
the Idea of providmg a short fonn policy, that contams a notIce that the customer can
request a copy of the long form policy, at the time a customer relationship is established
and anually. We believe that the Agencies have the regulatory authority to authorize
delivery of a short fonn with the customer being able to request the full longer fonn.
However, we have concerns that the short form, by defmition, may not fully explain the
mstitutIon s policy and gIve complete explanatIons and defmitIOns. Thus , institutions
could be subject to liability both for failure to meet their GLB obligations and also for
misrepresentations (or incomplete representations) in the short form notices. Institutions
must be provided with a safe harbor from liability by providing the specifed short fonn
notice. Institutions also should be given the authority to provide both the short and long
fonn notice mitIally and then only provide the short form notice on an anual basIs.

Relationship to State Notices

For institutions, it will take time and resources to develop and deliver the short fonn
notice and also be prepared to deliver a longer form notice on request. However, this
would be acceptable given the benefits to consumers, if institutions are not also subject to
having to provide multiple additional state-specifc privacy notices. Some states have
already enacted state-specifc notice requirements (e. g. California and Vermont) and
clearly are authorized under GLB to provide such notices to the extent they do not cover
afliate sharing. It would be counterproductive to implement a short form privacy notice
requlfement while still exposmg mstitutions to additional state notice requlfements. This
will also result in confsion to consumers, rather than the simplifcation that is the goal of
the ANPR.

Guidance on Other Notice Requirements

In additIOn, Bank of Amenca does not feel that it is appropriate to lfplement a short
fonn notice requirement until the issue of how the notices required by the FACT Act for
afliate sharing direct marketing is addressed. Institutions also have not had additional
regulatory guidance on the current FCRA afliate sharing opt out. The latter is required
to be par of the GLB notices and the fonner is very likely to be included in those notices.
As such, they should be included m any short form notIce and the terrnology, such as
the classifcation of the types of ino nnation covered, should be addressed in any short
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fonn notice regulation. Thus, it is very important to work through those issues prior to
fmalizing a short fonn privacy notice regulation. If this is not done , the short fonns will
inediately be incomplete and not address several elements that must be covered in the
policy. Ban of America agrees, however, that the Agencies should proceed with
inonnation gathering and research with consumers to obtain inonnation on how to
create useful privacy disclosures for GLB notices as well as for the FCRA affliate
sharmg opt outs and the FACT Act affliate direct marketmg opt out.

We would be happy to discuss our views in greater detail, or to discuss any new ideas
that the regulatory authorities wish to pursue. In that regard, please contact the
undersigned.

Very truly yours

Kathr D. Kohler
Assistant General Counsel

606601


